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Background: Studies on renal solute carrier transporters have made the renal pathophysiology be in progress towards more mechanistic and the knowledge on renal drugs including drug-drug interaction be more evidentiary. Among the evidence, uricosuric phenomenon has been known that rodent experimental model is also useful for predicting human uricosuria.

Objectives: The aim of this study was to assess the substrate uptake at the over-expression of renal transporters, OAT1, OAT3 and URAT1 at kidney proximal tubular cell lines with or without a commercial herbal medicine, Keishibukuryogan (K-06) and to further measure serum and urinary uric acid concentrations in the setting of potassium oxonate (PO)-induced icr mouse model with or without K-06.

Methods: The transporter-expressed HEK293-OAT1 and HEK293-OAT3 cell lines were seeded on BD poly-d-lysine microlites to uptake the [3H] estrone sulfate for 5 min in absence or presence of K-06, URAT1 was overexpressed using Xenopus oocytes being injected with in vitro-copied RNA of URAT1, and then to measure the uptake of [3H] uric acid with/without K-06. Total radioactivity was measured using a liquid scintillation counter. Serum and urinary uric acid was measured in PO icr mice after three-day intake of K-06. They were assigned by 4 per each group: 1) control group, 2) PO-induced group, 3) PO-induced with allopurinol 50 mg/kg/day intake group and 4) PO-induced with allopurinol plus K-06 300 mg/kg/day intake group.

Results: To determine the kinetic parameters of concentration-dependent uptake of overexpressed OAT1 and OAT3 transporters in HEK293 cells, the K-06 inhibitory parameters on OAT1 and OAT3 were presented with the IC50 values of 49.3 and 31.5 μg/mL, respectively. The K-06 inhibited URAT1 with IC50 of 59.3 μg/mL. The K-06 (300 mg/kg) reduced serum levels of uric acid approximately 30% compared to that of PO-control group (p=0.039) and K-06 showed the slight elevation of urinary uric acid by 12% compared to that of PO-control group with no statistical significance.

Conclusions: The present findings demonstrated that the K-06 modulated basolateral and apical renal transporters and the K-06 showed the slight increased uric acid excretion and the uric acid lowering effect in experimental mouse setting.
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Background: At the joints MSU crystals form primarily at the cartilage surface; on occasions also tophi form at joint margins. Most often monosodium urate (MSU) crystals at the synovial fluid (SF) are found isolated. In tophi MSU crystals often show as spherulitic formations, fanning away from a central point (Figure, middle, 600x, polarised light). We have detected in synovial fluid formations of MSU crystals with an organisation indicative that they formed in tophi, draining later to the fluid. The formations also help to understand how crystals formed in tophi.

Methods: Our photographic archive of SF have been reviewed.

Results: Two types of formations are found. A) A spherulitic formation where the crystals fan radially as in the segment of a sphere (Figure, middle, 600x, polarised light). B) Pairs crystals bound longitudinally to each other (Figure, right, 600x, phase contrast).

Abstract AB1025 – Figure 1

Conclusions: At tophi spherulitic crystal formations are usual (figure 1) in which MSU crystals radiate as in a fan. A) Pieces of these same formations, seen as the segment of a sphere, are occasionally seen in SF (Figure 2), usually containing a large number of crystals and suggesting that they have drained from a tophus. Likely to build these formations, the initial crystals served as a template on which successive crystals formed by epitaxia, – the crystal formation method of least energy requirement -, explaining the rapid growth that tophi can present. Their unimpeded migration to the joint cavity suggest that they formed freely and unconnected to any organic structure within the tophus. B) In SF containing large numbers of crystals, paired crystals – two crystals lying side by side and usually of similar length and width – are also found. Their paired position likely indicates that one served as template to the other, or that they grew together sharing a crystal net – twin crystals. In all, these MSU crystal formations appear to indicate that besides the crystals formed in the surface of joint cartilages, the content of tophi can drain into the joint fluid, also contributing to the presence of crystals in it; the